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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.98.

More

New Features
Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. The Workflow Folio document has been updated with the ability for Final Approvers to waitlist travellers if their requested flight is full. Please note

this requires the use of SAM’s Waitlist functionality.

2. Room Locks in SAM have been updated with the ability to optionally generate a clean the day after the lock ends. This is managed based on the
Admin | Accommodation | Lock Types configuration.

Improvements
1. The Roster Preview has been updated in Workflow to only show Room Numbers to final approvers. [#24732]

2. The Accommodation Arrivals page in SAM has been updated to allow filtering on the Advanced Cleaning status when configured.

3. Workforce Report SRF258 Room Cleaning Daily Check has been updated to optionally allow unoccupied rooms to be excluded.

4. The Transport | Reschedule Multiple page in SAM has been updated to show the Employer instead of the Position for each traveller. [#24607]

5. Workforce Report AFT100 Bookings and Forecast Usage and AFT101 Forecasts At Risk have been updated to show the date and time in a
standard format. Please note these reports require the use of the Advanced Forecasting Tool (AFT), for more details regarding this product, please
contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk.

6. Workforce Report SRF297 Transport Schedule has been updated to include the SAM User who generated the transport, the Reason Field and if
the Transport allows Waitlisting. [#24541]

7. Workforce Report SRF263 New Arrivals has been updated to include the previous booking date. This can assist in showing if the person was a
reactivation or only new to the specific camp being reported on. [#24530]

8. Workforce Report SRF200 Room Audit by User has been updated to include the travellers SAM number. [#24527]

9. The SAM Dashboard Transport Widget has been updated to show the Available Seats as N/A if the transport is Commercially Managed. [#24309]

10. Workforce Reporting Scheduler page has been updated to indicate the next run time of the scheduled report. This makes it simpler to identify
overlapping reports.

11. The Workforce Reporting Blurb has been updated to include a rich text editor. The Blurb can include formatting such as bold or colours. Images
cannot be included in the Blurb.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where searching for a specific room for a booking would return no results even though the room was vacant. [#24857] [#24862]

2. Fixed an issue where Folio would throw an error when rescheduling a booking with multiple accommodation items. [#24829]

3. Fixed an issue with the Workflow Roster document could be submitted with a People Type of Visitor when reactivating a profile. [#24380]

4. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF130 Occupancy Details where an error would occur when run. [#24822]

5. Fixed an issue where the Room Optimiser could run for an excessive time period causing the Night Audit to run into operational time periods.

6. Fixed an issue where Roster requests in Workflow could be approved even if the approver did not have a SAM User Account.
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7. Fixed an issue where the Folio could show an incorrect room number when processing a reschedule. [#24669]

8. Fixed an issue where the room number shown in the Workforce Kiosk may be incorrect if the traveller had been room moved.

9. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF265 Duplicate Rosters where the roster name of NONE was incorrectly included.

10. Fixes to an issue with a next arrival date not being populated correctly for Room Moves and impacting on Advanced Clean Detail ranking rules.

11. Fixed an issue were a room would have an Advanced Cleaning status of Not Ready when it was previously included in a Group Booking. [#24555]

12. Fixed an issue where multi-sector transports would show 10000 seats when one of the sectors was not in service for a date. The transport search
will no longer show the multi-sector unless all sectors are in service. [#24570]

13. Fixed an issue where Automation Robots were not correctly comparing profile changes which may result in requests not being processed correctly
if the rules specified profile changes being not allowed. [#24549]

14. Fixed an issue with Multisectors where they could not be deleted even when no future schedules existed. [#24465]
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